
380      BIG SANDY

The group of boulders located about 100 yards downstream of 
The Center of Attention are known as the Warm Up Boulders. 
The following seven problems climb on the largest boulder of 
the group which sits on the north side of the wash.

42          3 Hour Tour  V2/3
Start with good holds where the crack meets the roof and 
move left to a good hold at the lip. Climb right to top out.

43          west arête  V1
Stand start with holds at chest height, climb the arête up and 
right.

44          Ultra Classic    V2/3
Stand start with crimps and climb the face, Top out above.

45      right sit start    V2/3
Sit start and climb through blocky features 
above. Top out at a small arête.

46      face left of arête  V0/1
Stand start with a crimp rail, climb the 
short face up and right.

47      Locals Only    V4
Sit start at the arête with a right hand 
pinch and a left hand downpull, climb 
the overhanging prow and top out in the 

dihedral to the right.

48     Strange Hole    V6/7
Sit start with sidepulls, climb out of the small cave using a 
pocket and finish as for the previous problem. Harder for tall 
people.

49      Coconut Radio  V2/3
Sit start with a horn and poor feet, climb the arête to the lip 
and skirt right to top out.

           Locals Only

Warm Up Boulders
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The following two problems climb a 
boulder located about 30' downstream 
from The Center of Attention, on the 
north side of the wash. 

37          left  V4
Sit start, gain the lip and move right to 
climb over the bulge. Poor rock quality.

38          right  V1
Sit start with blocky holds on the right 
side of the boulder, climb up then roll around right to top out.

The following three problems climb a boulder about 80' further 
downstream, just before the wash goes down a small step.

39          left  V1/2
Stand start with holds at head height and climb the rounded 
face above.

40          PB&J  V6
Sit start with both hands in the lowest pod, climb through the 
roof, angle a bit right then top out with crumbly rock.

41          right  V1
Sit or crouch start with a right hand sidepull and climb the 
short face.
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West of The Center of Attention

Locals Only
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problems 50 to 56

problems 57 to 59

to The Center of Attention

to The Downstream 
Cluster

problem 60
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Lesser Warm Up Boulders

57    

The following seven problems climb the short wall immediately 
south of Locals Only.

50      left traverse  V0/1
Sit start at left and traverse the lip. Top out at the apex.

51      V0/1
Sit start with a good jug slot, climb the short face above with a 
good rail. Top out above.

52      V3
Start matched on a decent crimp in the face, move to the lip 
and top out.

53      arête  V3/4
Sit start with holds on opposite sides of the arête which is 
climbed to the top.

54      V0/1
Stand start with a jug in the shallow dihedral. Climb the 
dihedral. Top out above. The sit start is V3.

55      V4
Stand start with poor holds at head height and climb the face 
above with a decent crimp. A bit contrived because the jug 

out left is off.

56      right arête  V2/3
Sit start at the right arête, top out via the left face (V2/3), or 
move right to top out (V2/3).

The following three problems climb a boulder that sits about 
50' downstream from Locals Only.

57      short face left  V3/4
Stand start with a neat pocket for the left hand and a right 
hand downpull, a move or two straight up leads to a top out 
with suspect holds.

58      arête V2/3
Sit start with a sloper and climb the short arête. Top out 
above.

59      right lip V1
Start with holds at head height, traverse up and left along the 
lip. Top out left of the apex.

The following problem is located about 80' south of the main 
group of boulders.

60      center  V2
Sit start, climb the face up and right with rails.
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